INTRODUCTION
One of the major drawbacks of hard switched. high fioquency power converters is excessive switching losses. shows another set o f power converters which utilire some sort o f resonance phenomenon across its devices to achieve fer0 current or voltage switching. These fall under the category o f resonant or quasi-resonant converters. These converters are more popular for high frequency applications because it is pwsible to shape the current and voltage waveforms across the device to achieve zero current or zero voltage switching, thereby reducing the switching losses to a great extent.
An additional advantage that comes with the zero currenllvoltage switched resonnnt converters is a reduction in EM1 (Elecho Magnetic Interference). It i s evident that the hard switched tcrpologies will cause sudden snapping of currents through the dcvices causing large disturbances in the electromagnetic fields as.wiated with the circuits. Thew disturbances (or electromagnetic noise), in turn a l l i d the other unnponents/devices o f the same circuit as well as the neighboring circuits. A resonant converter is cxpcckd IO eliminate this drawback in a 'natural' way.
Clearly. a resonant converter seems to be. a strong candidate Tor most high frequency applications, but for a major drawback. These cmiverters suffer from the disadvantage of high voltage and current pcaks in their resonant tanks. This, in effect causes the device ratings (0 be much higher than tLir hard-switched counterparts. ' 1 he magnitude of peak current and voltage is dependn,t on the values o f resonating components. In case of load resonant converters, the values of L and C are a function o f required voltage gain( h4 ), the corresponding normalized operating frequency. f . (ratio of switching fiequmcy to the resonant fraluency) and the namalized lo@ ( Q ). The relationship between these thrce quntities is manifested in the finm o f curves of Fig. 2 171, shown for a wries-parallel t y p of load resonant mverter.
It is a well known fact that whenever there is a r k a n c e . it results in high peeks o f electrical quantities. Thus. the situation is no different in quasi-resonant converters. The gain versus nornializd operating frequency curves for ZCS type o f Q H co~iverters are shown over to Q-in this case. But another look at the curvcs (of Fig. 4) shows that it does not matter, since the curves are indcpmdall of 0.
i.e. all the curves overlap. Thus. the operatins poht does not shill and M = M'. The same thing holds for the set o f curves shown in 'l'he desired gain = 2. therefore from Fig. 4 , the corresponding vf; -2. From Fig. 3(b) , f/t; = 0.5. .' .$ 2OOkhz.
...
0.5.
Froni Fig. 4, Q, 5A(i), un-optimized design. value of inductance (and hence 2) i s increased voltage spikes appear across the device. These spikes develop because o f the fact that for a given pulse width, above a critical value of Z. m e non-zero current is present in the switch at the turn off time. These spikes can be avoided using proper closed loop amtrol o f pulse width. In fact one might feel tempted to enter L e forbidden zone in order to further optimize the design. But that will lead nowhere since the converter will enter half-wave mode. Ilaice, the desirable option is to avoid the forbidden m e canpletely.
'-
voltage which the device needs to handle. becomes a w r c e of radiated noise, as the operating frequency is iitriectsed. I he latter can be explained usincq the antenna theory and Fig. 5 (cot~t.) Sti(ii). optiniiied desip.
